COMPANY PROFILE
MARSS operates in the Italian market as producer and distributor of security system.
MARSS is born to offer innovative and unique security solutions and services: most of our
solutions are patented.
The security market is continuously developing and if on one side offers a large amount of
products, on the other one it is not easy to find the right solution between all.
Our point of strength: the proper competence to make and offer the right product for the
single application, to assure efficiency and costs optimization.
MARSS encloses in the name its philosophy guides: More Advanced Research in
Security Systems, in order to offer solutions of quality, convenience and innovation.
Our market
Marss operates in the market through a network of security partners and numbers among
its customers, main national and international companies active in the following sectors:
-

banking
civil
commercial
energetic
industrial
public

The customer relationship is not a simply relation customer-provider: we participate
directly their projects to find the best technologies and solutions to support them.
Products & Solutions “Marss branded”
Our research moves from Anti-theft to CCTV, from Access Control to Fire Alarm field.
Products and solutions are borne from a careful market analysis and research activity
aimed to develop and produce solutions recognized as innovative and unique for application
and technology.
Under any solution with Marss brand there are: the guarantee of a deep market
knowledge; qualified partnerships, professional teams dedicate to the customer, a modular
approach at the requests, the respect of the law standards, a brand commercially
protected.
Marss is patentee
The company
A dynamic and flexible structure, organized in divisions (Administrative, Commercial,
Logistic, Marketing, Production, Research&Development, Engineering) where our teams
support the customer from project stage to when the work is over: all this professionally
and politely.
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